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PRIMARY &
SECONDARY
MARKS
PRIMARY MARK

We have one primary mark. This mark is to be used in every
possible instance to ensure brand consistency.
To accommodate a wide range of applications, we have four
secondary marks as shown on the right. These marks have been
carefully designed and tested. Different marks should be used in
different instances, as noted on the right.

SECONDARY
MARKS

IC TWO-LINE LEFT LOGO

The marks may not be altered, modified, or changed in any way.
Always use approved artwork when reproducing any Ithaca
College mark.

This is the preferred secondary mark whenever the primary mark cannot be used.

In almost all merchandise applications, the inclusion of the
registered trademark ® symbol with the College’s primary and
secondary marks shown on this page is required. The following
are the only exceptions:
•

If the trademark symbol would be so small that it could not
be read, the symbol may be omitted and a label attached stating
that the Ithaca College logo is a trademark of Ithaca College.

•

If the merchandise is extremely high quality (e.g., gold or
other precious metals, crystal), the symbol may be omitted
and a label attached stating that the Ithaca College logo is a
trademark of Ithaca College.

•

The trademark may be omitted on official team uniforms,
banners, flags, and signs.

Whenever possible, the primary or secondary marks should be
produced in Ithaca blue (see page 15).
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IC TWO-LINE
CENTERED
LOGO

The large IC
emblem with the
word mark below
it is used only
when the emblem
needs to be
prominent, while
keeping the word
mark at a clear and
legible size, e.g.,
embroidery for
apparel.

IC ONE LINE CENTERED LOGO

IC TWO-LINE LARGE EMBLEM LOGO

LOGO
LOCKUPS
Roy H. Park School of Communications

We’ve developed an identity system
that establishes an order of hierarchy
and demonstrates a strong connection
among the College’s official units: divisions, schools, centers, departments,
offices, and programs. This “logo lockup
system” is intended for the College’s official units only and promotes the Ithaca
College name first and foremost. The
next level in the lockup is the official unit
that is responsible for the message or
publication.

Roy H. Park School of Communications
Department of Cinema and Photography

School of Business

Official logos with lockups are available
through SMA. Examples of the lockup
and how it may be used are depicted on
this and the following page.

Department of Business Administration

School of Business
Department of Business Administration

School of Health Sciences
and Human Performance
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Department of Cinema and Photography

Department of Exercise
and Sport Sciences

School of Health Sciences
and Human Performance
Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences

LOGO
LOCKUPS
School of Humanities and Sciences

Department of Communication Studies

School of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Communication Studies

Examples of the lockup and how it may
be used are depicted on this and the
previous page.

School of Music

Department of Performance Studies

School of Music
Department of Performance Studies

Office of Counseling and Wellness
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Center for Health Promotion

Office of Counseling and Wellness
Center for Health Promotion

CLEAR SPACE

X = 1/4 the size of the IC emblem

Clear space is the area of isolation that
maintains a minimum distance between
the logo and any other creative elements
and/or the edge of a printed piece or web
page.

X

X

Always surround the Ithaca College logo
with the amount of clear space shown to
ensure that the logo is positioned clearly
and prominently.
The clear space around the logo is equal
to one quarter the size of the IC emblem.
Do not position any text, graphic
elements, or other visual design inside
this clear space.

1/3 X

X

Roy H. Park School of Communications

Refer to the samples shown for the
amount of clear space needed depending
on the mark being used.

In the case of the secondary marks, the lockups are positioned at ½ X from the
bottom of the IC emblem or “Ithaca College” or “College” depending on the mark
and centered left to right under the entire mark.
½X
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Roy H. Park School
of Communications

Roy H. Park School of Communications

Roy H. Park School
of Communications

In the case of the primary mark,
the lockup is positioned along
the same line as the bottom of
the IC emblem and flush left with
the “I” in Ithaca. The clear space
from the bottom of the lockup is
shown as X.

SCALING

1.0" minimum width*

In order to best reproduce while continuing to protect the integrity of the Ithaca
College marks, minimum width scales
are provided on the right.

1.0" minimum width

1.75" minimum width
when using a lockup

Roy H. Park School
of Communications

1.25" minimum width
when using a lockup

.75"
minimum
width

Roy H. Park School
of Communications

.85"
minimum
width
when using a lockup
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* The preferred minimum width
for the primary Ithaca College
logo is 2”. The use of the 1” size
is to be used when absolutely
necessary and not as a standard.
For example, the 1” width
would be appropriate for use on
pens or other small layouts.

FORMATS

Vector EPS files can be scaled to larger and smaller
sizes without losing integrity or quality. This format
is the preferred file format for print projects.
Use EPS format logos for any
professionally printed piece (digital or
traditional press applications). EPS files
are vector, so they can be scaled larger
and smaller without losing quality. EPS
is the preferred file format for use in
print, banners, and merchandise such as
stickers and mugs.
RGB logo files are provided in JPG
file format in 2.5" sizes and are used
for all web, desktop, and on-screen
applications such as PowerPoint and
Word documents. These JPG format
logos are never used for high-resolution
printing, and they are never scaled to
larger sizes.

Screen-ready RGB JPG files are not to be scaled to
larger sizes and are not suitable for print projects.
This format is designed for web, Microsoft Word, and
PowerPoint documents.

Additionally, use PNG format logos
when transparent backgrounds are
required, such as for websites and when
placing the logo on a background that is
not white.
Use TIFF format logos for higherquality laser print reproduction (Word
and PowerPoint), screen, and web
applications where a higher quality logo
may be needed. They can be scaled
down in size, but they are never scaled to
larger sizes.
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Screen-ready RGB PNG files are intended for use
when transparent backgrounds are required. This
format is not to be scaled to larger sizes and is not
suitable for print projects.

COLOR
VARIATIONS
& USE ON
BACKGROUNDS

The Ithaca College logo must stand
out clearly. Use the Ithaca College
blue version when a simplified mark is
required for premium items, silkscreen,
etc. Use the black version when the use
of color is not an option.
The lockup text below the “Ithaca
College” word mark should always be
gray unless it is used in a reverse style at
which time the word mark and lockup
text are both white.
When using the logo over a photograph,
place it over an area that provides good
contrast and has minimal distracting
elements.
There are, however, conditions where
the use of color is impractical or where
the Ithaca College logo will not stand out
from confusing or color backgrounds. In
these cases, use a blue or white version
of the logo, whichever provides the most
contrast. The IC emblem and the “Ithaca
College” word mark must be all blue or all
white in this case.
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LETTERHEAD

LETTERHEAD

MISUSES

The Ithaca College logo must not be
altered in any way.
Do not change the colors.
Do not rotate the mark.
Do not rearrange the mark elements.
Do not change the typography.
Do not alter the typestyle (e.g.,
from all caps to cap/lowercase).
• Do not apply perspective.
• Do not apply any effects
such as “Word art.”
• Do not crop any portion of
the mark or lockups.
• Do not alter the alignment of any
elements of the mark or lockups.
• Do not violate the minimum clear
space requirements by attaching
any other design elements
such as type or graphics.
• Do not use drop shadows on
dark versions of the logo.
• Do not use multiple versions
of the IC logo or athletics logo
combined into a single montage.
The examples shown on the right
demonstrate some incorrect uses of the
logo.

ITHACA COLLEGE

Ithaca College

•
•
•
•
•
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Roy H. Park School
of Communications

GO!

ITHACA COLLEGE
EMBLEM

The upward sweep at the top of the
Ithaca College emblem evokes the
trajectory of IC’s students as they rise to
meet their future; it is also evocative of
the stone marker that bears the College’s
name at the main entrance.
There are very limited occasions when it
is appropriate to use the Ithaca College
emblem alone as a visual icon. Any such
use needs to be confirmed with the
Office of Marketing Communications.
Whenever the Ithaca College emblem is
used by itself, the full logo must appear
somewhere on the same item or page, or,
in the case of a moving sequence, resolve
into the full logo in order to reaffirm the
logo as a complete unit.

0.5"
minimum
width
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OFFICIAL SEAL

The Ithaca College seal represents the history, tradition, and mission
of the College. The seal does not have a distinct visual presence
and is not immediately identifiable as representing Ithaca College,
particularly when reproduced at smaller sizes. Therefore, the seal
should not be used interchangeably with the College logo.
Use of the College seal is limited to the following:
• Formal College documents, such as diplomas, certificates, legal
documents, and contracts
• Communications from the board of trustees, the alumni relations
board of directors, the Office of the President, the executive
officers of the College, and the deans
• Official three-dimensional displays such as on podiums and
Commencement medallions
The College seal should not be used on promotional materials,
banners, general stationery, business cards, napkins, cups, stickers,
labels, College vehicles, or most campus signage. The seal may be
used in certain architectural inlays in buildings, similar to the lobby of
the Peggy Ryan Williams Center, when approved and authorized by
the President’s Council.
The seal should be clear and readable when reproduced. As a
guideline, the seal should be no smaller than 0.5" and no larger than
one-third the width of the printing surface (that is, the surface area of
the official document being used). Reversing or knocking out the seal
on a colored background, or embossing or foil stamping it on paper,
requires a modified version of the seal available through the Office of
Marketing Communications to ensure quality reproduction.
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0.5"
minimum
width

Note: To use the official Ithaca College
seal for engravings, use the art file noted
as such on the art sheet for the best
representation of the seal.

PRIMARY MARKS
ATHLETICS
LOGOS

Please refer to the “Ithaca College Athletics
Identity Standards for Merchandise”
for complete information on the use
of athletics marks for merchandise.
You can access this document via:
www.ithaca.edu/licensing/idstandards.

IC Athletics

IC Athletics Spirit

SECONDARY MARKS

IC Athletics
Secondary

IC Athletics
Secondary Spirit

EMBLEM & MONOGRAM

IC Athletics
Emblem

IC Athletics
Monogram

WORDMARK
IC Athletics Workmark
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This mark is reserved for IC athletics official uniforms and special licensed
merchandise only as approved by the Office of Marketing Communications.

CLEAR
SPACE FOR
ATHLETICS
LOGOS

X = 1/2 of the height of the letters
in the word “ITHACA” indicates
the minimum clear space from the
outermost edge of this mark
X=

Clear space is the area of isolation that
maintains a minimum distance between
the logo and any other creative elements
and/or the edge of a printed piece or web
page.
Always surround the Ithaca College
athletics logos with the amount of clear
space shown to ensure that the logos are
positioned clearly and prominently.

X = 1/2 of the height of the letters
in the word “ITHACA”
X=

Refer to the samples shown for the
amount of clear space needed depending on the mark being used.
Please refer to the “Ithaca College Athletics Identity Standards” for complete
information on the use of athletics marks
for merchandise.
You can access this document via
www.ithaca.edu/identity/identitystds/

X = 1/30th of the
mark’s full size
indicates the
minimum clear
space from the
outermost edge
of this mark
=X
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X = 1/24th of
the mark’s full
size indicates
the minimum
clear space from
outermost the
edge of this mark
X=

ITHACA COLLEGE
OFFICIAL COLOR PALETTE
FOR MERCHANDISE

IC BLUE

Coated:
Pantone 541C
C100 M62Y0 K38

Uncoated:
Pantone 294U
C100 M53Y2 K21

Web:
R1 G49 B88
HEX 013158

Uncoated:
Pantone 129U
C0 M30Y100 K0

Web:
R255 G183 B0
HEX FFB700

ITHACA COLLEGE BLUE AND GOLD
The colors that identify Ithaca College have been reborn to
represent a deeper, more classic blue—the college’s primary
color—and a bolder gold with the addition of gray to both serve
as supporting colors. Tan, light pink, black, and white are also
permitted to be used on merchandise bearing the College’s
protected names (see below and ithaca.edu/licensing).
Pantone, CMYK, HEX, and RGB values are provided for each
color depending on application. Where applicable, colors may
have coated and uncoated PMS values.
It is important to note that ONLY SOLID COLORS are to be
applied when using the registered trademarked Ithaca College
logo or protected names: Ithaca College, IC, Bomber(s), Bomber
Nation, and Ithaca [followed by sport/club/organization name or
1892].

IC GOLD

Coated:
Pantone 130C
C0 M30Y100 K0

IC GRAY

Cool Gray 11

C0 M2Y0 K68
R82 G80 B82
HEX 525052

Do not use any of the following:
•

Patterns (stripes, polka dots, splatter, etc.)

•

Prints (zebra, camouflage, plaid, etc.)

•

Tie-dye

•

Gradient fills

•

Bejeweled or bedazzled materials (glitter, rhinestones,
and gemstones, etc).

TAN

BLACK
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Pantone 467
C6 M15Y41 K10
R211 G188 B141
HEX D3BC8D

LIGHT PINK

WHITE

Pantone 706
C0 M23Y7 K0
R247 G206 B215
HEX F7CED7

DROP ART

™

TENNIS

®

When not using Ithaca College’s official artwork, the use of
drop art is permitted but is limited to the use of non-script style
lettering. Examples of approved and unapproved drop art are
shown on the right.

®

ITHACA COLLEGE

®

Additionally, the use of bejeweled, bedazzled, or rhinestone
applications of our marks and/or protected terms is prohibited.

Ithaca
COLLEGE

BEJEWELED, BEDAZZLED, OR RHINESTONE APPLICATIONS OF
OUR LOGOS AND/OR PROTECTED TERMS IS PROHIBITED.
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CONTACTS

Kris Miller
Director, Creative Services
kmmiller@ithaca.edu
(607) 274-3830
Peter Kilcoyne
Manager, Print Services
kilcoyne@ithaca.edu
(607) 274-1262
Joe Gladziszewski
Associate Director,
Athletic Communications
jgladziszewski@ithaca.edu
(607) 274-3825
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